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SPO NSO RED CO NTENT

THIS P.A.R.T.Y ALWAYS COMES TO LIFE
Established
program
equips teens
to make
smarter
choices

T

eenagers have a lot on their
plate these days. Aside from
raging hormones, they’re also
testing boundaries and dealing with
peer pressure. That means they
might experiment with drinking
and drugs, but it also means they’re
prone to engaging in risky behaviours — anything from texting
while driving to not wearing a bike
helmet to accepting dangerous dares
they can then post on social media.
These are just a few of the behaviours that result in hundreds of
preventable traumatic injuries
each day. Indeed, distracted driving
is the No. 1 cause of death on
Ontario roadways.
That’s where the P.A.R.T.Y.
Program steps in, to provide teenagers with information about trauma in
hopes of helping them make smarter
choices and adopting behaviours
that minimize unnecessary risk.
“There’s always that peer pressure out there,” says Roger Perez,
P.A.R.T.Y Program co-ordinator
at Markham Stouffville Hospital
(MSH). The message we want to
get across to teenagers through the
program is to Stop, Think, and Act
Responsible: to be a “STAR.”
“We’re not talking ‘don’t do it’ —
then it’s being parental and that’s not
what (teens) want to hear, they’re not
going to listen,” he says. “The message is, ‘this is what could happen if
you don’t make the best choice.’”
The P.A.R.T.Y. Program was
designed more than 25 years ago
by to raise awareness among teens
of the consequences of risk-related
behaviors. The program has been in
effect at MSH since 2013, providing
a full day of learning for students from
physicians, police, paramedics and
survivor stories from guest speakers.
The annual launch includes an
elaborate mock collision staged
outside the MSH. The disturbingly
realistic scene features emergency
responders in action, attending to a
reconstructed vehicular crash complete with demolished vehicles and
victims in various states of simulated duress. This event provides an
opportunity for 100 students from
three local schools to witness firsthand the potential consequences of
risky behaviour. The mock collision
involves participation from York
Region Paramedic Services, the
O.P.P., Markham Fire and Emergency Services, Dixon Garland funeral
homes, 407 Express Toll Route, and
Carcone’s Auto Recycling.
The P.A.R.T.Y program runs
throughout the school year, with
full-day sessions every two weeks
for groups of 30 to 35 students from
different schools in the area.
The day includes a ‘trauma 101’
session that demonstrates the effects
of trauma on the human body; a
presentation by Ontario Provincial
Police on the legal aspects of drinking and driving including a chance
to try on ‘drunk goggles’ that mimic
the effects of being over the legal
drinking limit; and a session with
a physiotherapist who explains
the post-recovery phase, with
hands-on simulations.
There’s also a viewpoint from
the first responders. “We talk about
what we see from the paramedic’s
perspective and debunk a lot of the
myths around alcohol and drugs,”
says Brad MacMillan, lead paramedic
for community programs with York
Region Paramedics. “Students are so
in tune with what’s on the Internet, but the Internet is not a viable
source of information.”
This includes the myth of ‘sleeping it off,’ for example, and belief
that ifyou had too much to drink
and then slept for five or six hours,
you might still be over the legal
limit when you wake up.
Students also discover what happens when paramedics show
up on the scene. They learn about
the important role that local hospitals play in dealing with traumas
and emergencies and how patients
are transferred to other hospitals
when they require even more
specialized care.
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Check out our “MSH P.A.R.T.Y exercise 2016” video on YouTube!

It can take paramedics several
minutes to arrive on the scene,
depending on the season and weather.
But if you’re at a bush party north
of Stouffville, it’s going to take even
longer. The ‘Golden Hour’ is the
time from the initial injury to
definitive care, which in a trauma
situation is surgery; staying within
that hour gives a patient a better
chance of survival.
“Every minute that passes, you’re
reducing your chances of survival of
a severe trauma or drug overdose,”
says MacMillan.
“We know that students are going
to experiment with alcohol, some
will experiment with drugs, we
just want them to make the right
decisions,” he said. Getting even just
one student to say, can have a big
impact, he adds.
As part of the program, teenagers
also get a tour of the emergency
department and ICU, which is
“quite an eye opener,” says Perez.
They also hear from a trauma survivor about their life before — and
after — the accident.
“They’re hearing a lot about a
potential trauma scene from a lot of
different perspectives, and the day
always ends with a survivor speaker
— very tragic, very emotional.
I know I’ve had a couple of students
brought to tears in listening to the
stories,” says Marc Weinstein, a
teacher and guidance counsellor at
Markham District High School. He’s
made the P.A.R.T.Y. Program a mandatory field trip for his students.
“Not every day at school is
necessarily going to be meaningful
to students,” he says. “But this
particular field trip I have no doubt
is going to stay with students.”
And it’s working. Sunnybrook
Health Sciences Centre looked at
25 years worth of data, which
indicated the program helped
reduce traumas in that age group
quite dramatically. “That’s what
helped push us to run the program,”
says Perez. “The need is there.
And it brings the hospital more
into the community.”
The P.A.R.T.Y. program emphasizes that while we’re free to choose our
own actions, we’re not free to
choose the consequences of those
actions. “For every choice you
make, there is a consequence,”
says MacMillan. “We can make
our own choices but we can never
predict those consequences.”

P.A.R.T.Y. FAVOURS
The Journal of Trauma published a
10-year analysis on the effectiveness
of the P.A.R.T.Y. Program. Here are
some key findings:
Program participants had a
lower incidence of traumatic
injuries than a control group
of non-program participants
of the same age, gender and
residential area during the
10-year study.
The program reduced the
incidence of traumatic injuries in
general, but the reduction was
greater among females (4.9%)
than in males (3.8%).

